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Energy for life



power one is a premium hearing aid battery – 
Made in Germany

 characterized by a long lifespan – even when 
used in digital hearing aids

 reliable and safe – even under extreme environ-
mental conditions such as high humidity

 ensures optimal utilisation of the amplifier’s 
performance and brilliant sound quality

 subject to the toughest quality controls
 offers practical, convenient and easy to handle 
packaging

power one  – proven 
reliability and efficiency



safety comfort pack™

Especially convenient and safe: The practical  
rotating dispenser allows the cells to be easily 
taken out of the package and put back in just as 
easily. Two layers of carton ensure that no cell  
can fall out.

comfort tab

With the extra long tab, the cell can be easily 
inserted into the hearing aid.

quality seal

The quality seal guarantees an unopened 
packaging.

power one – simply 
convenient and practical



With power one MERCURY-FREE, you choose an 
ecological product

 environmentally friendly, mercury-free  
technology

 environmentally friendly use of materials and 
almost fully recyclable packaging materials

 environmentally friendly production according 
to the ISO 50001 certified energy management 
system

Higher energy demands of wireless technology

The numerous sophisticated functions of today’s 
hearing aids utilize wireless technology  
and therefore require more power.

power one MERCURY-FREE – 
sustainable and 
environmentally compatible



With the mercury-free hearing aid 
batteries wireless approved, 
power one has developed efficient batteries that 
especially meet these requirements of the new 
hearing aid generation. 

For extreme demands

The IMPLANT plus p675 MERCURY-FREE produ-
ces higher internal resistance that is capable of 
delivering performance under extreme high drain 
conditions. Thus, it meets all requirements of 
demanding processors and ensures maximum 
lifespan.

power one –
wireless approved



How is power one stored? 

It’s best to store power one hearing aid batteries 
at room temperature (20–25 °C). Heat can shorten 
their lifespan and humid surroundings are not 
suitable for storage.

Why do zinc air hearing aid batteries have a tab?

Hearing aid batteries utilize air as an energy 
source. The tab seals the battery’s air holes.  
Once the tab is removed, the hearing aid battery 
is activated. 

How do I dispose of a used power one battery? 

As with all other batteries, hearing aid batteries 
should never be disposed of with domestic 
garbage or by burning them. Please dispose of the 
battery in an environmentally compatible way by 
taking it to collection points. 

power one batteries – 
frequently asked questions



How long is the lifespan of power one? 

The lifespan of the hearing aid battery depends on 
the hours of operation per day, the amplification 
and the type of hearing aid used.

What affects the lifespan and useful life of  
my hearing aid battery?

 Environmental influences (humidity and 
 temperature) 
 Changed hearing habits (longer per day, higher 
noise level, new hearing aid capabilities)

 The hearing aid was used longer than usual
 The hearing aid is new, the type or make of the 
hearing aid has changed.

 Today’s hearing aids have additional features (for 
example streaming) that require more energy



power one hearing aid energy means for you 
Safety

 due to quality tested with the strictest quality 
control.

Easy handling 
due to extra long tabs and practical packaging.

Reliability under all operating conditions   
due to top quality materials, sturdy design and 
ESP housing coating.

power one manufactures hearing aid batteries in the 
world’s largest and most advanced production facility.

power one batteries –  
quality for all requirements



Quality for the cleanest sound

 due to constantly high voltage and innovative 
cathode technology.

Performance and durability 
due to high capacity and consistently reliable 
power one performance.

Variety 
due to the wide assortment available to provide 
the right hearing aid battery from the power one 
product range.
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For more information about 
power one hearing aid batteries, 
visit our website: 
www.powerone-batteries.com


